Identification

map_dir
C. A. Cushing

Purpose

map_dir gives the user an outline of the entries in a section of the hierarchy.

Usage

map_dir -path- -ln-

map_dir prints the path names of all directories accessible to the user (see comment), starting with the working directory, and the names of the branches and links in these directories.

If ln is specified, printing stops with the directories ln levels inferior to the starting directory.

If path (a path name) is specified, the starting directory is the directory defined by path.

Comments

The user issuing the map_dir command, must be permitted to read the directory defined by path and all directories ln levels inferior to it. If there exist directories less than ln levels inferior to the starting directory which the user cannot read, and error message is printed unless the brief option is on. Printing is ended at that point, only for the paths leading to those directories.